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Dolce Magazine: 
the honey of life

No matter how great the dream is, 
the bee is a symbol that we can accomplish 

anything we put our minds to.

As seen in Dolce Magazine  Summer 2017 
Photo By Bela Raba

For the past 21 years our mission has been 
to publish stories that inspire and empower 
our readers to define their own dolce vita. 
This win is a testament that our mission is 

a valued contribution to people’s quality of 
life and society as a whole.”

—  Michelle Zerillo-Sosa, editor-in-chief of Dolce Magazine

2017 SUMMIT CREATIVE AWARD – 
BEST BOOK/JOURNAL/MAGAZINE

 Dolce Magazine placed bronze with its special 20th- 
anniversary Collector’s Edition for Winter 2016/17. 

From politics to philanthropy, and design to finance, 
the publication shared the stories of 20 inspiring 

changemakers, and filled the rest of its pages with 
the best in travel, décor and fashion.
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Editorial Calendar
Dolce Magazine is your go-to curator of the good life. Every year, we’re hunting for the people, places and 
products that speak to the affluent, the cultured and the passionate. Our articles bring you VIP access 
to those making waves in business, philanthropy, fashion, art and life. We deliver editorially independent 
content, with readers’ interest at the front of our minds. Here is just a sample of the head-turning content 
that’s on the way for 2018: 

S P R I N G
Dolce  steps into the private domains of Toronto’s leading philanthropists and 
entrepreneurs to uncover the personal stories behind their success

Plus: How visionary architects and innovative interior designers are reshaping how we live
 
S U M M E R
One-on-one with the heavyweights of Hollywood, Dolce brings you intimate access to the 
stars who are igniting the big screen

Plus: The hottest bikinis, along with beauty and summer must-haves for day and night

F A L L
A vibrant review of the trendsetting attire gracing the runways of the world’s top  
fashion shows

Plus: Behind the wheel of the adrenaline-pumping sports cars that are ideal for 
unforgettable autumn drives

W I N T E R
Escaping the winter blues with an all-out exotic adventure full of luxurious hotels, five-star 
dining and hidden paradises 

Plus: Inside the city’s most exclusive events and galas

As seen in Dolce Magazine Summer 2017 | 86 acres of rolling farmland | Photo By Bryan  Groulx

67%
of Dolce readers take 
up to 10 flights per year

>

In the limitless 
world we live in, the 

sweet life has no 
boundaries. Consider 
Dolce Magazine your 

marketing vehicle 
to reach affluent 

audiences directly.
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DWAYNE JOHNSON
“You’ve got to listen to 
that little voice inside 
you that tells you that 
you’re good enough.”

LEWIS HOWES
“[Building schools] gives so 

much more meaning and 
impact to my work, because 
I know that every interview 

I do and every book and 
product I sell is going to 

something bigger than just 
me making money.” 

KARL LAGERFELD
“He is a cultural octopus 
with tentacles working 
on every aspect of his 
design sphere.”

SUZANNE ROGERS
“I wanted to use the 
fellowship program 
as a stepping stone to 
something bigger and 
greater.”

>
HANYA  KIZEMCHUK

“After going through 
a dark place and dark 

tunnel, myself and with 
my family, and looking 

deeper into myself, I 
realized that I was really 

interested in helping 
other children.”
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IRIS APFEL
“I’ve lived quite a life 

of fashion and can’t 
wait to experience 

style at sea.”
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All photographs shown in this media kit are taken  
from past articles published in Dolce Magazine.  
Includes work by our team of photographers.

>

CRISTIANO 

RONALDO 
“I only want to play to 
the point where I can 

finish at the top — I think 
that is the way I want to 

be remembered.”

Profiles
From fashion to finance and politics to 

philanthropy, Dolce Magazine is proud to 
bring readers in-depth profiles on some of 
the most respected personalities across a 

number of industries.
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THE HONEY OF LIFE

As seen in Dolce Magazine Fall 2017 
Dish by Vista Alegre 

As seen in Dolce Magazine Fall 2017 
Design by Jonathan Rachman Design
Photo By David Robinson

As seen in Dolce Magazine Winter 2017/18 
Heritage Collection by Iconic House of Fabergé

From cover to cover, Dolce Magazine reveals a luxurious wonderland 
brimming with beauty, elegance and style. With each turn of the page, you can 

discover the fashion, jewelry and art that make this life so sweet.

As seen in Dolce Magazine Spring 2017 
Fétiche Pouf by French designer Hervé 
Langlais at Galerie Negropontes in Paris

As seen in Dolce Magazine Spring 2017
The Angelus U10 Calavera timepiece

As seen in Dolce Magazine Summer 2017
Die set of two by Ugloft
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21 years in publication
 
Readership of high-profile corporate leaders,  
influencers and decision-makers that hold high levels  
of investable assets
 
Exclusive distribution to high-income homes in Toronto 
and the GTA
 
Digital presence in Pusateri’s Fine Foods and high- 
profile events/galas
 
Media sponsor for VIP events across North America
  
Compelling stories that highlight business leaders, 
internationally recognized celebrities and inspirational 
business leaders, luminaries and international celebrities
 
Fashion and home décor features that showcase the 
chicest clothing and interior design
 
Travel pieces on exotic and breathtaking destinations 
that influence readers’ vacation habits
 
Original photography and captivating design
 
DolceMag.com appears in the top Google search 
ranking for “Luxury Lifestyle Magazine”
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10As seen in Dolce Magazine Fall 2017 
Van Cleef & Arpels
Photo Courtesy of Van Cleef & Arpels 2017

Direct mail engages consumers over a relatively long 
timeframe. When it’s paired with digital advertising 
in an integrated campaign, direct mail helps optimize 
overall attention paid. This increases the opportunity 
for brands and advertising messages to be noticed and, 
by extension, to provoke the emotional engagement 
and recall that drive action.

which elicit 39% more attention (time spent) than  
single-media digital campaigns.

DOLCE MAGAZINE IS DELIVERED BY DIRECT MAIL 
AND DIGITAL CAMPAIGNS,

Source: Canada Post, Connecting For Action,  Sept. 2016.

88%
of readers keep their 
copy of Dolce longer 
than 8 months and 80% 
refer back to their copy 
at a later date

> TOP 10
REASONS

WHY YOU SHOULD ADVERTISE 
IN DOLCE MAGAZINE

For over two decades, Dolce Magazine has been connecting 
luxury brands with the right audience

As seen in Dolce Magazine Fall 2017 
Silver Muse in South America 
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Exclusive Circulation 
Our successful distribution model puts Dolce Magazine in the hands of high-net-worth individuals via a discerning subscriber 
list, direct mail delivery to affluent neighbourhoods, and through our strategic partnerships and availability at charity events.

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION 

52,800 
copies per edition

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

HOUSEHOLDS

Yorkville • Rosedale • Forest Hill • Bayview & York Mills • The Bridle Path • Mississauga estate homes 
Kleinburg/Vaughan estate homes • Leaside • Moore Park • Hoggs Hollow • Downtown Oakville

copies
40,000 

As seen on DolceMag.com, Winter 2017/18

7,500
copies

Freestanding Digital Display with 22˝ screen placed in the following locations
YORKVILLE • BAYVIEW VILLAGE • SAKS FOOD HALL IN SHERWAY GARDENS • OAKVILLE PLACE • AVENUE ROAD 

EXCLUSIVE 
PARTNERSHIP WITH 

displaying your advertisement to in-store 

customers (Refer to pricing on opposite page)

FINE FOODS

89%
of Dolce readers are 
continually upgrading 
and renovating their 
living spaces

>

SPONSORSHIPS 

Through swag bags and media exposure, Dolce Magazine works with select organizations to place your brand  
in the hands of high-profile corporate leaders, influencers and decision-makers.  

Current and/or past partnerships include, but are not limited to: 
World of Art Showcase Wynn Las Vegas • Interior Design Show • Rally for Kids with Cancer

UWI Benefit Gala • Thrill of Ascot • Victoria Angel • Grand Cru • UHN Diwali Gala • Gerry and Nancy Pencer Brain Tumor Centre Gala

Dolce Magazine is continuously developing new partnerships. Please reach out if your cause or brand is aligned with ours.

1,300
copies

Plaza Premium Lounge
World-class travel lounge within Toronto Pearson International Airport

The National Club
Toronto’s leading business and social club, membership required. 303 Bay St., Toronto

4,000
copies

INTRODUCING NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION ACROSS CANADA WITHIN 
AIR CANADA MAPLE LEAF LOUNGES 

Vancouver • Calgary • Edmonton • Regina • Winnipeg • Ottawa • Toronto • Montreal • Halifax • St. John’s

Male - 78%,  Female - 26%  |  Median Age - 35-54  |  Occupation - Senior Management (CEO, COO, VP, Director)

Education - 39% Postgraduate  |  Membership Profile - 57%  Air Canada Elite Members  |  Scope of Work - 75% Business, 25% Leisure

The award-winning Maple Leaf Lounges are located at all major airports across Canada. 
The average lounge traffic is 350,000-375,000 passengers per month (4.2 million a year)
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2018 Rates

AD SIZE     1-2x     3- 4x       MECHANICAL

DPS $11,578 $10,718

FULL PAGE - no placement

                            - first 25 pages

$6,218

$6,989

$5,758

$6,298

2/3 $5,338 $4,948

1/2 $4,178 $3,868

1/3 $3,558 $3,287

1/4                      

           

1/6          

P R I N T  R A T E S

ADVERTISEMENT RATES  (Rates are net. The 1x, 2x and 4x rates shown below are per issue.)

Full page with bleed: 10.25" x 12.25"
(trim: 10” x 12”)
Safe text margin: 0.75"

Double-page spread with bleed: 
20.25" x 12.25" (trim: 20” x 12”) 
Safe text margin: 0.75"

2/3 page with bleed:  
6.44" x 12.25"  (trim: 6.31" x 12")
Safe text margin: 0.75" 

1/2 horizontal: 8.375" x 5"
1/2 vertical with bleed:  
5.25" x 12.25" (trim: 5" x 12")

1/3 vertical with bleed: 3.68" x 12.25"
(trim: 3.43" x 12")
1/3 page (horizontal strip): 8.375" x 3"  

1/4 page: 4.05" x 5" 1/6 page: 2.625" x 5"

By advertising in Dolce Magazine, your business is placed in the hands of readers with the purchasing power to indulge in 
high-end luxury brands and services. To optimize your visibility and reach this affluent audience, contact Dolce Magazine today.

The publisher reserves the right to reject any ad it deems inappropriate in regards to the publication’s esthetic vision and principles.

ISSUE SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER

Sales Closing Feb. 9 Apr. 13 Aug. 10 Nov. 14

Material Closing Feb. 13 Apr. 24 Aug. 21 Nov. 21

Issue Release Mar. 5 May 7 Sept. 10 Dec. 10

DISTRIBUTION DATES (Dates are approximate and may vary slightly.)

THE DOLCE MAGAZINE READER

244,000 
readers per issue
(4.6 readers per copy)

DIGITAL NEWSSTAND

100+ million 
digital consumers

Magzter.com is the largest and fastest-growing digital platform for magazines, books and newspapers 
on the planet. By joining this global service, Dolce Magazine opens your brand to over 24 million digital 
consumers across the world.

Dolce Magazine is also available on issuu.com, the world’s largest electronic publishing platform with 
more than 80 million monthly readers.

PREMIUM POSITIONS OUTSIDE BACK COVER INSIDE FRONT COVER INSIDE BACK COVER

$8,080 $7,182 $6,882

DIGITAL FILE SUBMISSION (For print and web) 

We accept all artwork via the following file-sharing sites:

info@dolcemedia.ca

PRINT ARTWORK REQUIREMENTS 

 •  A high-resolution PDF is required. All images should be in CMYK mode and 300dpi.  
Pantone colours are not accepted. 

• Text should not exceed a margin of 0.75" on all sides.
• Artwork with bleed must include an extra 0.125" bleed to all four sides.
• Crop & registration marks and colour bars must be offset by 0.167".

MEN

52%

WOMEN

48%

AVERAGE 
AGE

51

55+26%

AGE STAT $328,000

Average HHI

READERS SHARE COPY WITH

READERS KEEP COPY FOR

PEOPLE

10+ MONTHS

Advertorials include a one-hour photo shoot, a phone or in-person interview, a custom-written and edited story, plus design 
and layout. All advertorials are identified as such. Client to approve final piece prior to press. All advertorials remain on our 

website dolcemag.com for a minimum of 2 years. Publisher reserves the right to reject any advertorial content deemed inappropriate 
to the publication‘s principles.  

SIZE RATE SIZE RATE

Double page $13,108 Half page $5,980

Full page $7,900 Product placement $1,801

2/3 page $6,958 Company write-up $1,801

ADVERTORIAL RATES

82%
of readers have 
made a purchase as 
a result of seeing a 
product showcased 
in Dolce Magazine

>

AD PRICE INCLUDES
+ Print ad
+ Digital ad (PDF)
+  One social media post  

(all platforms)
+  Pusateri’s Digital Screen 

(7 days / week) displaying 
your advertisement*

+  Air Canada Maple Leaf 
Lounges (across Canada)

+  Plaza Premium Lounge 
(Toronto YYZ) 

+  Display ad board 
+  Package in exclusive  

black box

$2,608 (1-2x)
$2,428 (3-4x)

$1,838 (1-2x)
$1,728 (3-4x)

*Only applicable to full-page or double-page 
spread bookings.
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W E B  A D V E R T I S I N G  O P P O R T U N I T I E S

Boost your online presence 
through a wide-reaching 
and advantageous platform: 
DolceMag.com. Drawing traffic 
from prominent individuals 
across the world, website’s 
readers are always in search of 
aspirational products and luxury 
assets that appreciate in value. 
By aligning with Dolce Magazine, 
your advertisement could be the 
first they see – and choose. 

•  Our SEO-savvy articles appear prominently through Internet 
queries. This guarantees your brand will be highly searchable 
and easily accessible.

DolceMag.com ranks highly among Internet searches for affluent personalities, products and places in the luxury 
lifestyle sector. Contact your account manager for monthly site statistics.

Web ads must have an initial 
download size of less than 40k. 
Web ads must be in one of the 
following formats: JPEG, GIF, SWF.

 *Each social media post will be identified as such with an icon stating it is a sponsored post. All content for custom posts must be pre-approved by Dolce Media Group.

•  Whether it’s a banner, homepage or big-box ad 
placement, DolceMag.com will reward you with  
exposure, recognition and success.

S O C I A L  M E D I A

SOCIAL MEDIA 
Through strategic trending and targeting techniques, your 
brand will reach essential demographics and untapped 
markets through our integrated Twitter, Facebook  and 
Instagram  accounts.

#DolceMag:  Indulging in the world of 
social media 

At Dolce Magazine, we utilize various social media outlets to 
connect with our community and international audiences. Our 
content is pertinent and informative to ensure our followers are 
up to date with the latest in news, business, trends and events.

Our team of experts produces engaging content that comes in 
many forms, including graphic design, copywriting, photography 
and audio and visual production. We maximize our social media 
presence by exploring networks such as Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest and more.

As seen in Dolce Magazine Fall 2017  
BlueBlood Steakhouse | Photo Courtesy of Liberty Entertainment Group

As seen in Dolce Magazine Spring 2017
Colin and Justin | Photo By Robin Gartner

The new Dolce digital destination is a bespoke online experience covering all areas of the luxury market.

*PRICING: CUSTOM SPONSORED SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS: $180 per post, per platform. Min. booking: three posts. 
Max. booking: limit of three sponsored posts per month / brand

O N L I N E 
D I S P L A Y  A D S

O N L I N E  S P O N S O R E D  E D I T O R I A L

For advertisers who want to extend their campaigns online 
we offer standard and customized creative content 
solutions. Please contact us to request a quote that meets 
your campaign budget and specific requirements. 

This opportunity allows brands to display alongside  
relevant content. 

All content will be written by Dolce Media Group. 
All photos must be provided by the client. 

The sponsored content will be online for up to six months. 
Additional activity may be purchased at an extra monthly 
fee of $868. 

Content is to be approved by publisher prior to being published. Publisher reserves the right to decline any material that is deemed 
inappropriate or does not meet our advertorial publishing standards.

*All advertorials will remain online for 6 months.

              300 words             $2,598                                  500 words             $3,588

LEADERBOARD 728px X 90px $1,528/month

BIG BOX 300px X 235px $1,328/month

Custom Advertorial* 
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As seen in Dolce  Magazine Summer 2014 | Cameron House Hotel 
Photo Courtesy of Cameron House Hotel

As seen in Dolce Magazine Winter 2017/18 | Photo By Bella Raba

THE PLAYGROUND  
OF LUXURY
Our prosperous 
readers are not just 
riveted by the finest 
jewelry and haute 
couture, philanthropy, 
art, real estate, travel 
and automotive – they 
are in search of bringing 
the most coveted 
luxury assets home, 
wherever that is.

It was an honour to be featured in Dolce magazine. I’m a huge fan and after working with their crew, my 
already high expectations were surpassed. They were professional and amazing to work with. It was a 

pleasure to be featured, and the response from my clients was beyond positive. I’m grateful to have been a part of this 
incredible publication.”

 — Heather Ballentine Aucoin, Lamborghini Uptown Toronto

I have had the honour of being featured in Dolce 
Magazine several times, most recently with our newest 

concept — BlueBlood Steakhouse at Casa Loma. It is a 
pleasure to work with the editorial team and their commitment 
to unsurpassed quality is what sets this luxury publication 
apart. The coverage we have received has been a great 
tool to reach a coveted demographic and has contributed to 
the success of the opening of BlueBlood Steakhouse. I look 
forward to working with Dolce again in the future.”

The arrival of each 
new Dolce is very 

much a ‘look forward 
to’ moment and valued 
perk with our guests, 
snatching their personal 
copy on their way out 
with their groceries.”

 —  Paolo Pusateri,  
Pusateri’s Fine Foods — Nick Di Donato, Liberty Entertainment Group

I was the subject of a feature article for Dolce’s Fall 2017 issue. Focusing on my role as a private art advisor, 
the story was well-written and beautifully laid out. I couldn’t have been happier with the result. The response 

was immediate and resounding; many friends and clients saw the piece, and a number of new clients and interested 
collectors reached out, resulting in a host of new business opportunities. Needless to say, being included in an issue 
that profiled Karl Lagerfeld and Maye Musk, among others, was terrific professional exposure. But my Dolce article 
was even more meaningful than that. While the magazine covers the eponymous theme of la dolce vita and objects of 
connoisseurship, another major focus is philanthropy and worthy causes. There is a palpable sense of kindness and 
generosity at Dolce’s core, which is what makes the magazine a gratifying rather than guilty pleasure to read. The 
alignment elevated my business brand and I was proud to have been included in Dolce.”

 — Jessica Herzig, Jessica Herzig Art Advisory

WHY ADVERTISE WITH DOLCE?
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As seen in Dolce Magazine Spring 2017 
Photo Courtesy of Flora di Menna Designs Inc.

LUXURY REAL-ESTATE  
PROPERTIES AND ICONIC 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 
ARE THE NARRATIVES OF 
EACH EDITION OF DOLCE

of Dolce readers spend 
an average of $250,000 
plus on interior décor 

78%>
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For two decades,  
Dolce Magazine has been 
the authoritative guide 

to the sweet life

21 
YEARS 

STRONG
Join an illustrious 

publication with a taste 
for luxury and  

a pedigree for success

W elcome to the world of Dolce Media 
Group – a world made of luxury 
lifestyle publications targeted at those 

who appreciate the good life. The philosophy 
behind Dolce’s publications is simple. With 
excellent writing and spectacular photography, 
each magazine showcases the best of Canadian 
and international luxury lifestyles – from the 
environment we enjoy to the homes we live in, 
and the quality of life we cherish – designed to 
help our readers experience the magnificence 
that is Canada. For the past 21 years, we’ve been 
connecting luxury brands with the right audience.  
Each issue of Dolce Magazine celebrates a zest for 
living, sparks an exchange of ideas and explores 
new experiences for the sophisticated reader 
who appreciates the finer things in life. Readers 
will learn about what’s hot and where to shop in 
town or abroad. With each new issue, readers  
discover exciting new things to do, see and taste. 
Editorial features include exclusive destinations, 
top restaurant reviews, entertainment, the latest 
designer fashions, luxury cars, unique beauty 
products and other must-have items, as we 
continue to cover all areas of luxury lifestyles.

Fernando Zerillo, 
co-founder/art director

Michelle Zerillo-Sosa, 
co-founder/editor-in-chief


